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MICHEL GARENNE (*)
PROBLEMS IN APPLYING THE BRASS METHOD IN TROPICAL AFRICA:
A CASE STUDY IN RURAL SENEGAL (**)
Indirect methods for estimating mortality are as old as demography itself.
Louis Henry (1960) quoted Deparcieux, a French demographer who, in 1740, used
data on the survival of children to estimate their life expectancy. Lotka (1931)
studied the formal relationship between proportion orphaned and death rates.
However, indirect methods of estimating mortality began to be widely used when
model life tables became available. With the United Nations model life table system
(1955), Louis Henry (1960) devised a method for estimating adult mortality from
data on orphanhood.
Using his standard of mortality Brass, (Brass and Coale, 1968) developed a
very easy method for converting the proportion of children dead of children ever
born to women in their respective age groups into the Q(a) function of the life
table. Later, Sullivan (1972) and Trnssell (1975) improved the method using the
regional model life tables of Coale and Demeny (1966). (On the method see also
reviews by Brass [1975, 1978), the NAS manual [1981), and K. Hill [1981]).
Further developments have been presented by Preston and PaIloni (1977), Palloni
(1980), and Feeney (1980).
Indirect methods for estimating mortality in general and the Brass method
for infant and child mortality m particular have been the center of continuous
debate focusing on their accuracy and uselfuness,
The aim of this paper is to give an example of the problems one would
encounter when Brass methods were applied on Tropical African data. Problems
of this kind, i.e., unexpected age pattern of mortality', age misstatement and under-
reporting of early deaths, are probably. more acute in Tropical Africa than in other
places. But since indirect methods are now widely used in Africa, it is important to
assess their limitations. The Sine Saloum Demographic Survey provides a good op-
portunity for evaluating the method. .
(*) The author is deeply indebted to Etienne Van. de Walle and Pierre Cantrelle for
encouraging the author to undertake this study. The authoris also grateful to Samuel Preston,
Ahdulaziz Farah, andWariaia Mhugua for reviewing this manuscript.
(**) Presented at the IUSSP Seminar on Methodology and' Data Collectionin Mortal-
ity Studies, Dakar, July 7-10,1981.
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DATA: THE SINESALOUM SURVEY, RURAL SENEGAL
The Sine Saloum Demographic Survey is a multirouud survey of two small
rural areas of Senegal by yearly follow-up visits to compounds. Started in Decem-
her 1962, it initially covered over 50,000 persons and was then reduced to two sub-
samples of around 5,000 each after 1965. Data used in this paper are takeu from
the area. of Niakhar over the period 1963-65 and its subsample zone of Ngayokhe.
me over the 1963-81 period. For more details on the survey, see Cantrelle (1969)
or Cantrelle and Leridon (1971).
During the 1965 round, questions on children surviving and children dead
were asked of one-fourth of the women residing in the area of Niakhar (1,737 worn-
en). During the 1981 round, Brass questions were asked of all women residing in
the zone of Ngayokheme (1,110 women), i.e., children livingwith mother, children
living away, children dead (not counting stillbirths).
. the quality of the retrospective data is likely to be somewhat better than
in a normal c~nSU8 or survey. Enumerators are very well trained and two of them
have been working on the survey since 1966. Furthermore, cooperation of the peo·
pie is excellent. Age is known accurately only for women born during the survey
and is probably also reasonably accurate for the 1960-62 cohort, though this is not
true for in-migrants. Thus, one can expect a relatively good estimation of age for
the 15-19 age group in 1981. In 1981 the enumerators were able to crosscheck
and correct some of the information given by the mother: report of children
living with her, children survivingliving out of the zone, children dead among those
surviving at the previous visit. But the list of children dead since 1963 was not a-
vailahle for crosschecking purposes; therefore, one can expectundercounting of ear-
ly deaths, at least to a certain extent, as is common in other retrospective surveys.
One of the most striking features of this population is the age pattern of
infant and child mortality which shows extremely high death rates during the sec-
ond and third years of life. For details, see Cantrelle and Leridon (1971) or Garen-
ne (1981).
Reporting of deaths in the yearly visits to households undercounts early
deaths, especially of the first month. But this can be corrected to an important
extent by a follow-up of pregnancies (see Cantrelle, 1969), so that one is able to
obtain reliable estimates of infant and child mortality. One giveshere both the raw
values (HI) and the corrected fignres (H2) for this undercounting of early deaths.
This age pattern is not specific to this area. It is almost exactly the same in the vil-
lage of Keneba, the Gambia (see McGregnr, '1979, or Garenne, 1981), and very
similar to the second area of the survey and also to that of Eastern Senegal (Pison,
personal communication). Several other places in Western Africa seem to have this
feature of a very high mortality at ages two and three, though accurate data are mis-
sing to do useful comparisons.Trends in.infant mortality were not significant in
Ngayokheme over the 1963·78 period. Child mortality (ages one to five) declined
substantially, about 30 percent over the 1963-78 period, with strong annual varia-
tions.
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THE BRASS METHOD
The original method of Brass (Brass and Coale, 1968) allows one to con-
vert proportions of children dead among those born to women of a given age group
D (x, x + n] into probabilities of dying between exact ages 0 and a: Q(aJ. (For
mathematical derivations see the Appendix). The method is based on several
hypotheses:
HI mortality and fertility are constant in recent years
H2 age pattern offertility is known
H3 age pattern of mortality is that of Brassstandard
[i.e., Q(a) = V.Q/a), where V is a constant)
H4 impact of the age structure of reporting women is negligible
H5 there is no correlation between child mortality and age of women
H6 there is no correlation between mortality' of mother and mortality of
children (i.e., children of surviving mothers have the same mortality
as others]
H7 no age misstatement
HB no undercounting of children deaths.
Brass and Coale discuss to some extent the robustness of the method in
light of the hypotheses. They conclude that the main problem is the undercounting
of death and that "the estimates of Q(2), Q(3), and Q(5) can often be accepted as
minimum indication of the level of recent infant and, child mortality" (1968,
p.1l9).
Researchers have also studied and discussed the validity of these hypothe-
ses and have given improvements to the method;
HI Feeney (1980) has developedways of estimating a declining trend in
mortality. '
H2 The fertility schedule has been given great care by Brass who, used
polynomials,' by SuUivan who used empirical data, by TrusseU' who
,used fertility models (Coale and Trussell, 1974). The impact of
changing the pattern'of fertility is well known,' tbough one does-not
know how 'accurately these schedules apply 'in Tropical ,Africa.
H3 Sullivan and.Trussell's multipliers take into account the average,p~t.
tern of the four regional model life tables of Coale and Demeny
(1966). But robustness of the selected level and ofalternative pat-
terns of mortality has never been studied (see below). ' ,
H4-H7 'I'he impact of violations ofthese hypotheses has never been tested
in depth, nor has the effect of adoption practices ever been consid-
ered.
Preston and Palloni (1977) and Palloni(1980)suggeSted ways of improv-
ing Brass estimates 'when the ages of surviving children are known. Their method
does not imply any assumption of the fertility schedule nor of thc age structure
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(H2 and H4). Furthermore, it takes into account a mortality decline and seems
fairly robust to some biases such as age misreporting. But the age pattern of mor-
tality remains the major unknown parameter of the model.
ROBUSTNESS OF THE BRASS METHOD TOTHE AGEPATTERN OF MORTALITY
Equation 2 (see appendix) givesan expected proportion dead when the agc
pattern of mortality, the fertility schedule, and the age distrihution of women are
given. Taking fertility, and age structure as constant one can estimate the impact of
the age pattern of mortality on proportion dead and then on the multipliers. One
first computes the expected proportion dead from equation 2 using the age pattern
of mortality that has been chosen and the fertility schedule and the age structure
that have been fixed. By interpolation, one CaD estimate the exact age 7i at which
the proportion dead among women ages x to x+ n,D(x, x+ n) is equal to the proba-
bility of dying between ages 0 and a, Q(ii). One can also compute directly the mul-
tiplier k(a), i.e., the ratio Q(a)/D(x, x+ n),
The fertility schedule was taken a, a Coale and Trussell model with the
same average age at at childbearing, same parity and approximately same age pat-
tern as that .of Niakhar for the 1963-65 period. Age structure is that of a stable
population with the same fertility as the model and mortality of Ngayokheme for
the 1.963-73 period. Table 1 give, the estimate, ofa [age at which D(x, x+ n) =
."" Q(_) land. the multipliers implied by the age pattern of mortality of Ngayokhe-
TABLE I
Impact of the Age Pattern cifMortality in Ngayokheme
on a and the Multiplier. (*)
Age Expected proportion dead
HI H2
Estimates of a
HI H2
MultiplielS
HI H2
15·19 0.2301 0.2560 1.12 1.12 0.923 0.934
20-24 0.3386 0.3609 1.89 1.89 1.034 1.031
25·29 0.3881 0.4087 2.49 2.49 I.l69 1.100
36-34 0.4152 '0,4349 2.82 2.82 1.1l5 I.l25
(*) 0 is the age at which q(i) = proportlon dead and the multipliers arethose required in SeR
. . negal to convertproportiondeadinto corre~t estimateof q(a) for Brl88 ages.
Hl : mortality in Ngayokheme, 1963R73, raw data
H2 : mortality in Ngayokheme, 1963-73,· after correction for the missingdeaths in the first
monthof life
Nole I : Fertility ill that of a Coale andTrussen (1974) model fitting the fertility schedule of
Niakhar, 1963-65;PI/P2=0.1768, P2/P3 =6.5230.
Note 2.: Agestructure is that. of a stablepopulationwith samemortality (H2) andfertility.
TABLE 2
Impact of the Model and the Age Pattern ofMortality on the -Estimates ofQ{x)*
s
Trussell
ENwsEw
Predicted values using various models in coniunction with "True" proportion dead by age of mother -
and true values of fertility
Sullivan
N
Brass
rurz P2fP3
Actual values in
Ngayokheme
1963-73 **
Probability
of death
function
g(l) .2390 .2575 .2409 .2598 .2529 .2634f~ .3721 .3699 .3572 .3674 .3504 .37)7 .3649 .3717 .3544 .3735.4496 .4095 .4162 .3928 .3715 .3952 .3964 .3989 .3780 .4030Off .48 94 - ..t384 .4314 .4162 .4045 .4236 .4232 .4249 .4119 .4273
4 1 .3290 .2436 .2510 .2230 .2128 .2225
* Proportion dead as in table 1 (H2)
** Corrected for omission of deaths in the first month of life.
.2450
.3703
.4046
.4301
.2452
TABLE 3
Multipliers Required to Convert "True" Proportion Dead by Age to Estimated Q(a) and Those Implied by Existing Models '
Probability Age of 'True' multiplier of _ 'True' multipliers required given Ngayokherne's Multipliers implied by Trussell model
of death woman proportion dead in fertility and assumed age patterns of mortality and PI1P2, P2/P3 in Ngayokheme
function Ngayokheme South Asian North
1963.73 (eO =35)* Level 6 N S E w
0(1) 15-19 0.934 0.963 1.001 0.988 0.957 1.029 1.015
g(2) 20·24 _- 1.031 1.019 0.997 0.982 . 1.026 1.035 1.030(3) 25.29 - 1.100 1.041 1.002 - 0.925 0.990 0.986 0.976
0(5) 30-34 J.125 1.097 1.078 0.947 0.989 0.983 0.977
Fertility and age structure same as in table 1. -,
* U.N. new model life tables for developing countries (1981, forthcoming).
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me (raw and corrected data). Under these hypotheses, D(25-29) appears as an esti-
mate of Q(2.5) and D(30, 34) of Q(3) rather than of Q(3) and Q(5) as the Brass
model assumes. The associated multiplier to go up to Q(5) from D(30-34) will be
1.125 which is much higher than any multiplier given by Brass, Sullivanor 'I'russell
models with this fertility schedule. Table 2 gives the estimates of the Q(x) implied
hy the true value of the proportions dead (i.e., assuming that the data are perfect)
and various sets of multipliers computed from the samePl/P2 andP2/P3 and com-
parison with the true multiplier. One can see that applying the current sets of
multipliers on perfect retrospective data would have, for instance, underestimated
Q(5) hy 10 to 17 percent and 4Ql by 24 to 35 percent. All patterns of mortality
derived from the Coale and Demeny life tables appear very misleading, especially
the North model, often taken as the hest for Tropical Africa. The South pattern
seems to be the less inaccurate in this case. In fact, this is the pattern that has the
highest child mortality for a given level of infant mortality.
The Ngayokheme pattern of mortality is probably an extreme case. But
other data also show patterns that do not fit the four European patterns of Coale
and Demeny. For instance, the new set of model life tables for developing coun-
tries (see Heligman, 1981) show art unusually high child mortality in severalparts of
the world, especially in South Asia when life expectancy is low. Table 3 gives the
multipliers implied hy several patterns of mortality, including the Brass African
Standard. Unfortunately, there are no other accurate data from Africa, and even
the South Asian pattern is the result of a fitting procedure between ages one and
five, not observed data. Nevertheless, it appears clear that the multipliers actually
used are far from what they should he. More surprising is the comparison of the
multiplier implied hy a North pattern level 6 to a North multiplier givenhy Trussell
equations with the same fertility: 1.078 instead of 0.94,7. There is no douht that
the age pattern of mortality is strongly affected hy the level of mortality and hence
one cannot apply a single multiplier for all levelscombined, Furthermore, the range
of variations of the multipliers with respect to the age pattern of mortality appears
to be as high or may he even higher than the range due to the fertility schedule.
Therefore, we can conclude the following: to apply the Brass method in
Tropical Africa; one has to know accurately the age pattern of mortality prevailing
in the region. To do this, one needs accurate data first, a condition which is hardly
satisfied.
ARE QUESTIONS ON SURVIVAL OF CHILDREN ACCURATE ENOUGH TO COMPUTE
MULTlPLlERSf
A major argument for using indirect methods is that they give better results
than traditional retrospective data, such as deaths last year. But to what extent are
they reliable?
The Sine Saloumsurvey gives parity and proportion of children dead in two
points in time: 1965 and 1981. Let us first examine the observed proportion dead.
TABLE4
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Comparison of Proportions IJead Obsemed and Expected *
Expected on basis of age patterns
of mortality and fertility
HI· H2
Observed in Surveys
Niakhar Ngay~khemc
1965 1981
Age
15·19
20-24
25-29
30-34
0.2963
0.3694
0.3883 .
0.4023
0.2105
0.2512
0.3410
0.3845
0.2301
0.3386
0.3881
0.4152
0.2560
0.3609
0.4087
0.4349
* Fertility and mortality as in table 1 (HI and H2).
TABLE5
Parity of.Mot,hers as Reported fromRetrospective Questions
Age Nlekhar, 1965
Mean parity N
< Ngay okheme.a 981
Mean parity N
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
0.3(,2
2.101
3.521
4.746
5.946
6.562
298
286
308
276
241
194
. 0.636
1.90,1
3.678
5:361l
6.339
7.025
209
228
177
125
109
156
1965: PI/P2=) 0,1723 P2/P3 =0.5967
1981: P1/P2 =0.3340 P2/P3 =0.5170
TABLE 6
Comparison between Brass's Estimates and True,V~lue.~ from tIJe Follow-~p Suroey
Probability True value in Estimated valueusingobserveddata andexisting models
of death Ngayokheme Niakhar, 1965 Ngayokheme,1981
function 1963-73 Brass Trusaell Trussell Brass "Trussell Trussell
N S N S
gm .2390 .2995 .3019 .2929 .1869 .1682 .1614(2) .3721 .3794 .3590 .3748 .2405· .2267 .2404Q(3) .4496 .3896 .3469 .3733 .3277 .3159 .3400
QJ5) .4894 .4061 .3662 .3864 .3745 .3764 .3908
1 1 .1749 .1136 .0818 .1l58 .0659 .0703 .0942
1Q2 .1234 .0]64 * .• ,1149 ,1153 .131l
2Q3 .0723 .0270 .0297 .0209 .0696 .0884 .0770
4Q1 .3290 .1522 .0923 ,1322 .2307 .2504 .2736
* Negative value.
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Table 6 gives a comparison of observed proportion of children dead to expected
proportion dead from the follow-up survey, computed using equation 2 and the
fertility and mortality prevailing in the area. D(l5-19) and D(20.24) are strongly
affected by age misreporting, although the 1965 data would have given a good
estimation of D(20·24). In 1981, when the 15·19 age group is better known,
D(I5.19) is also better, but still far from what is expected. However, it is known
that the first age group does not give reliable estimates. But even D(25.29) and
D(30.34) undercount the proportion dead by 5 to 17 percent. Then as Brass and
Coale observe, one cannot expect more than "a lower bound" of the level of
mortality..
Age misreporting also affects Pi (parity at a given age group). Table 7 shows
the impact of age misreporting on PI/P2 and P2/P3 and then on the multipliers.
Because of strong age misreporting; PI/P2 is almost twice as high in 1981 as it was
in 196.5 and P2/P3 is 13 percent lower. Consequences of these errors can be as high
or even higher than the multipliers. For instance, the errors on k(2) are as high as 6
or 7 percent when the multiplier rengee from - 4 percent to + 3 percent, Values of
the multipliers rarely fall dose to values implied by the true values of Pl/P2 and
P2/P3 (compare with Table 3) which means that, even with a known age pattern of
mortality, it would have been rather difficult to compute accurate multipliers from
the observed values ofthe 11•..
Age misreporting affects not only the P'/P. ratios but also the proportion
dead ill each age group directly. Using equation l again, but with fixed mortality
and fertility, one can simulate the impact of age misreporting on proportion dead
and then on the multiplier. Taking the stable population used in Table I, the
observed age distribution in 1981 and a stable but declining population, we have
computed the expected proportion dead and the expected multipliers. Table 8
shows that, though the impact is small, it is not uegligible when compared to the
values of the multipliers (up to 15/1000 for multipliers ranging from 0 to
± 100/LOPO). . .
. . Table 6 gives the comparison between the observed values of Q(x) and nQx
from the follow-up survey and the estimates obtained by applying indirect meth-
ods, i.e., the observed proportion dead in 1965 and 1981 and the Brass and Trussell
multipliers computed from the observed pi. (North and South pattern of mortali-
ty). Q(l) and Q(2) would have been sJrongly affected hy age misreporting, al·
though estimates of Q(2) in 1965 would have been correct if the North model was
not used. Q(3) and Q(5) would have been strongly underestimated mostly because
of errors on the multipliers and underreporting of children deaths. For instance, the
estimate of Q(5) from the 1981 data with the South model and Truasell multipliers
is 0.3908 instead of 0.4898. The difference between the two values is 55 percent
due to deaths undereounted, 39 percent due to a bad choice of the multiplier, and
5 percent due to other bias~s (age misreporting, fertility schedule, etc.), The same
Q(5) from the 1965 data and the North model Trussell multipliers is estimated at
0.3663 instead of 0.4898. In this case, the difference is 55 percent due to a bad
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TABLE 7
Impact ofErrors in Pi on the Multipliers
Actualmultipliers computed from dataProba-
bility
of death
func-
tion
Multipliers re-
quired to convert .
proportiondead
into estimated q(a)
Ngayokheme
1963-73
Brass
Niakhar.1965
Truesell Trussell
N S
Ngayokheme, 198]
Brass 'I'russell Trussell
N . S
0.934
1.031
1.100
1.125
(see alsotable 3)
1.011 1.019 0.998
1.027 0.972 1.015
1.003 0.893 0.961
1.009 0.910 0.961
PI/P2 = 0.1723
P2/P3 =0.5967
0.888 0.799 0.767
0.957 0.903 0.957
0.961 0.926 0.997
0.974 0.979 1.016
PI/P2 =0.3340
P2/P3 =0.5170
TABLE 8
Impact of the Age Structure on Proportion Dead and Multipliers
Age Expectedproportiondead Expectedmultiplier
Struct, Ngayokheme Struct. Struct, Ngayokheme Struet.
1 1981 2 1 1981 2
15-19 .2560 .2600 .2568 0.93<1 0.919 0.931
20-24 .3609 .3618 .3636 1.031 1.028 1.023
25-29 .4087 .4069 .4129 1.100 1.105 1.089
30-34 .4349 .4287 .4404 1.125 1.142 Ull
Structc I: stable population.sameas table1 - Struet. 2: stablepopulation,Westlevel 20,
r = _ 0.003 - Fertility and mortality same as in table 1 (H2). .
TABLE 9
Levels of Mortality Implied by Observed Proportion Dead (Brass) and
North Pattern ofMortality
Ag~ Niakhar, J965 Ngayokheme, J981
Level eO Level eO
15-19 2.61 22.7 7.95 35.8
20·24 2.47 22.3 7.91 35.7
25-29 3.67 25.3 5.74 30.4
30·34 5.82 30.6 5.84 30.6
True valuefromthe follow-upsurvey.Ngayokheme, 1963~73: Co = 30.68.
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choice of the multiplier, 26 percent due to deaths undercounted, and 19 percent
due to other hiases,mostly errors on Pl!P2 and pi/P3 from age misreporting.
Consequences of thC8C errors on the age pattern of mortality would, of course,
have been very dramatic. For instance, 4 Ql with the North model in 1965 would
have been estimated as 0.0923 instead of 0.3290. Even using the South model
would have been very misleading. '
Here we derive our second conclusion as follows: one, cannot expect retia-
ble estimates of infant and child mortality (in the statistical sense) as long as all
parameters of the model are not accurately known and as long as the quality of
the '(lata is not good enough. Furthermore, it seeins unprofitahle to apply multipli-
ers at this level of knowledge. They are close to one.But unknown parameters.and
errors in 'the data can" have an impact greater than they have. Also, it seems there
is notan adequate set of multipliers for use in Tropical Africa.
DISCUSSION
Brass and Coale (1968) have already recognized that one cannot expect
more then. a .rcugh idea of the level of mortality fromqucstlolls on survival of
children. Demographers often compute levelsof mortality {tom estimates of Q(x)
and model life' 'tables. Table 9 shows these estimates, 'using the North pattern of
mortality. By mere chance some estimates fall close to the true value of life, expec ..
tancy (30.68 years in Ngayokhemem 1963.73). But others are far apart. Even as-
suming that the" true value, is chosen and that one tries to estimate infant and child
mort~tity'fr~m a North life table, one finds that 4Q1 1 f,or instance, would have been
underestimated by some 42 percentrsce Table 10).
TABLE10
AgeStructure oIMortality lmplied by Same Life Expectancy
Age
1(1)
1(2)
1(3)
1(4)
1(5)
100
40]
North~odel
(eO =30.68)
0.7747
0.7134
0.6759
0.6477
0.6264
0.2255
0.1915
Ngayckheme 1963·73
(eO = 30.68)
0.7876
0.6498
0.5696
0.5372
0.5285
0.2124
0.3290
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Now if the aimis to convert pro portion dead into life expectancy-at birth.
. there arc much easier ways of doing so. Fo~ i."stance,·one can use Ledennau cqus-
tions (1969) relating .0 and Q(5), replacing Q(5) by the observed D(30·34). The
equation is:
. 0 = 85.386 - 2.6244 ,j 1000.Q(5)
where D(30-34) is taken instead of Q(5). Results fit perfectly when using the true
value of proportion,dead(. o = 30.7) and give overestimation when using observed
'. proportion dead that , are undereetimated Becsuse o f underreporting of children
deaths. One finds,32.7 from .Niakhar in 1965 and 33.9 from Ngayokbcme in 198!.
No' doubt that 'this'method is not much better than the oth~~, 'but at least it is much
simpler.
CONCLUSION
J~ this example from Tropical Afriea, it seems that, 'at this level of know.
ledge, data on propo rtion of children dead do notperruit tbecomputetiqn of
reliable estimates of infant and child mortality. First of an,' there is no set 'of
multipliers that applies in this region, mostly because age patterns of mortality in
this part of the world are.very different from models arid age ferti1ity schedules
may also differ. Furthennore, inaccuracy of data on.age as ",el' as underestimation
of children deaths will give no more than a rough ide. 'o(the level of mortality.
If it seems unprofitable to apply a multiplier likely to be inaccurate or
even misleading, why not stay with the proportions of children dead! At least by
themselves they give an idea of the level of mortality. Furthermore, they seem to
be an interesting tool for the study of mortality differentials (see, for example,
Trussell and Preston , 1981 or Farah , 1981). But, as Tabutin (1981) points ont, one
'cannot control the biases due to differentials in reporting deaths among subgroups
under study and other parameters of the proportion dead. Aa long as there are no
accurate data Tropical Africa, one cannot expect to have more than "ideas" 01
levels and diHerentials in mortality. '
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MAmEMATICAL APPENDIX
mEORY UNDERLYING THE BRASS TECHNIQUE
Notation:
F(y):
Q (0):
C (y):
D (x, x+ n):
the fertility function (fertility rate, agey)
the probability of dying hetween exact age Qand a
the age distrihution of women (number of women agey)
proportion of children dead among those ever horn to women age
x,x+n.
Continuous Notation
There are C (y) dy women between agesy andy- dy. On the averagethey
have borne F (y - a)da children a years ago. Among these Q(a) have already died.
The total number yf children even born is:
CEB (x, x+ n) = J;;.~ Cry) J:;, ~ F(y - a) dady
C) and the total number of children dead is:
DED (x, ,x+n) = J;::'x Cry) J: ;;;t F(y - a) Q (a) dady
c· ( , where", is the first age at childbearing. And the proportion dead is:
D (x, x+ n) = PEP (x, x+ n)
CEH {x, x+ nl
c
[1]
Discrete Notation
For estimating equation [1] from observed data given year by year, one
can write, females in the age gronp (Y, y + :) have borne, Onthe average, ~ /2. F (y)
children at age y, F tr - 1) at, agey - 1, and so on. The first group of children has
been exposed, on the average; one-half year to the risk of death, the second to one
year, and so on. There are C (y) females age y. Let H (a) be equal to one-half if
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a = 0 ami one o therwise. The pruportiu n lleall can bt~ written as:
1.e1 Us not« Z (a, r) = f;:::, Cry) f;';;~ Fly - a) dady
with 0';; a ';;x +n - Q and r ':..." f Y '=0" 1.la, y ) dady = 1.y - x a-
[2]
c Iy) Fly -a)
r+n - l y -Q'
:!: Cly):!: f(y _ a) 11 la ) Q (a)
y = .1: a= O
%+n - l y _Cl
:!: C 1,-) :!: f ly -a) lI ia)
y= x a= O
D(x , x + n)
Mulliplier
D(x, x+ niappears us a weigh ted uveruge or the Q(a):
D (x, x+ n} = r :." J" -o.Z(a, y) Q (a) dady_y -x 0=0
Sinel'Q(a) is a rnonolonic function, it exists a such that:
~(x, x+ n) = QfiiJ with 0";;:' a .s; x+ 11 - a.
If 00(> wants to con vert D(x, x+ n) intoQ(a) for integer values o f a. one has to 'apply
a multiplier K (a) such that: .
Dl», x +n}, K(a) = Q(a)
. Q(a)in other terms,K (a) =--. The closer a is to a, the closer K will be to l.
QCa)
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SUMMARY
In this paper the author compares Brass-type estimates of infant and child
mortality to values ohserved directly through a follow-up survey in Sine Saloum
(rural Senegal). The author shows that several parameters other than the fertility
schedule have a great impact on the multipliers: age pattern of mortality, age
misreporting and undercounting of dead children. Furthermore, he contests the
use of presently available sets of multipliers in Tropical Africa. He concludes
that at this level of knowledge one cannot expect accurate estimates of infant and
child mortality from questions on survival of children in Tropical AfriCa.
RIASSUNTO
In questo lavoro l'Autore confronta le stim~ della rnortalita infantile e
tarde-infantile ottenute con il metodo di Brass, con i valori ricavati. in base a un'In-
dagine seguita in Sine Saloum nel Senegal rurale. L'Autore mostra che parecchi pa-
rametri oltre alI'andamento della fecondita, hanno grande influenza sui moltiplica-
tori: la struttura per eta della mortalita, le omissioni di hamhini deceduti e gli error!,
nelle dichiarasioni di eta. Inoltre, egli contesta l'uso dei moltiplicatori attualmente
disponihili per l'Africa Tropicale. La conclusione e che alIo stato attuale dell.
conoscensa non epossibile ottenere stimeprecise dellamortalita infantile" egiovani-
le in Africa attraverso metodiindiretti e domande sulla sopravvivenza dei bambini,
RESUME
Dans cette communication l'auteur compare les donnees d'une etude
sume de la mortalite infanto-juvenile avec les estimations -faites apartir des ques-
tions retrospectlves sur la survie des enfants et la methode de Brass (Sine Saloum,
Senegal). L'auteur montre I'influence sur les multiplicateurs de la structure par age
des deces, des omissions cl 'enfants dec'tSdes et des erreurs sur riige. Il met en doute
la validite des multiplicateurs actuellemeut disponihles pour le cas de J'Afrique
Tropicale. Il en conclut qu.e I'on ne peut pas avoir d'estimations precises de la
mortalite infante.juvenile en Afrique Tropicale a partir des methodes indirectes
et des questions sur la survie des enfants, dans l'etat actuel des connaissances,
Garenne Michel. 
Problems in applying the Brass method in tropical Africa : a 
case study in rural Senegal. 
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